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1. Introduction 
The coeffective cohomology was introduced by T. BouchC in 1990 161 for symplectic man- 
ifolds. In general, given a closed 2-form o on a manifold M we may consider the mapping 
L:A“(M)_-,A k+'(M) defined by La = a A w, where Ak(A4) is the space of k-forms on 
M. The space Ak (M) of coeffective k-forms is defined to be .Ak (M) = Ker L = {a E A" (M) 1 
a A co = 0), and since w is closed, the complex 
. . + &l(M) 5 Jlk(M) -%. Jlk+‘(M) + . . 
is a differential subcomplex of the de Rham complex, thus, it defines the so-called coeffective 
cohomology of M with respect to w. 
Our interest on the coeffective cohomology is to obtain some information on the topology of 
the manifold by considering geometric structures related to the 2-form w. This is, for instance, 
the case of symplectic and Ktihler structures discussed by T. BouchC [6] (see also [2, 12, 131). 
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The purpose of this paper is to study the coeffective cohomology for almost contact metric 
structures uch that the fundamental 2-form @ is closed, in particular, almost cosymplectic and 
contact structures. For almost cosymplectic manifolds the coeffective cohomology was first 
considered in [lo], where it was proved that for compact cosymplectic manifolds 
H”(Jl(M)) 2 Z?(M), Vk 3 II + 2, (1) 
where Hk (A(M)) denotes the coeffective cohomology group of degree k, I?(M) the de 
Rham cohomology group of degree k truncated by the class of the fundamental 2-form Q> 
and dim M = 2n + 1. But, in general, this isomorphism is not satisfied for arbitrary compact 
almost cosymplectic manifolds as it was shown in [ 10,121. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we recall the main definitions and results on 
almost contact metric structures, and we introduce the coeffective cohomology for such kind 
of manifolds. In Section 3, we relate the coeffective and de Rham cohomologies by means of 
a long exact sequence in cohomology. From there, we obtain that the coeffective cohomology 
groups of a manifold of finite type have finite dimension (called the coeffective numbers and 
denoted by Q(M)). Also, we prove that the coeffective numbers are bounded by topological 
numbers depending on the Betti numbers bk (M) of the manifold: 
bk(M) - h+2(M) < a(M) 6 h(M) + hc+~(W, k 3 n + 2. (2) 
The main problem to exhibit counterexamples of almost contact metric manifolds with closed 
fundamental 2-form and not satisfying (1) is to compute the coeffective cohomology groups; 
however, for a compact nilmanifold (resp. a completely solvable manifold) r\G, Nomizu’s 
Theorem permits us to calculate the de Rham cohomology at the Lie algebra level, and a similar 
result for the coeffective cohomology has been proved by the authors in [ 121. In Section 4 we 
exhibit a new proof by using the long exact sequence in cohomology described in Section 3. 
Section 5 is devoted to discuss the coeffective cohomology of compact cosymplectic and 
contact manifolds. We prove that the lower bound for the coeffective numbers is obtained for 
compact cosymplectic manifolds: 
Q(M) = hk(M) - &+2(M), k>n+2; (3) 
that is, they are topological invariants that measure the jumps on the Betti numbers. But, in the 
contrary, we have that the upper bound is overtaken for (compact or not) contact manifolds. Both, 
compact cosymplectic and Sasakian manifolds have global properties similar to the compact 
Kahler manifolds [4,5,9,16], but the above results show that their behaviour with respect o the 
coeffective cohomology dramatically differs. Apart from the above results on the coeffective 
numbers, the isomorphism (1) is satisfied for compact cosymplectic manifolds, but this is not 
the case for compact Sasakian manifolds, as we have proved in Section 5 by constructing some 
counterexamples. Also in that section we exhibit examples of compact almost cosymplectic 
manifolds not satisfying the isomorphism (1). 
In Section 6 we will be concerned with non-compact exact almost cosymplectic manifolds, 
for which we obtain that 
Ck(W = bk(W + h+, (Ml, k>n+2. (4) 
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Using this formula, we construct examples of non-compact exact cosymplectic manifolds not 
satisfying the isomorphism (l), in contrast to the case of compact cosymplectic manifolds. 
Finally, in Section 7, we study the variation of the coeffective cohomology under deforma- 
tions of the almost cosymplectic structure on compact manifolds. First, we prove an almost 
cosymplectic version of the Moser Stability Theorem for compact symplectic manifolds. and 
then we show that the coeffective cohomology is invariant by strong isotopies, but not by pseudo- 
isotopies (even if they preserve the Reeb vector field e associated to the almost cosymplectic 
structures). 
2. Definitions and basic facts 
Let M be a real (2n + 1)-dimensional smooth manifold, X(M) the Lie algebra of vector 
fields on M and A”(M) the space of k-forms on M. Suppose that @ E A2 (M) and q E A ’ ( M) 
are such that W A q # 0. 
(i) The pair (a>, q) is said to be an almost cosymplectic structure on M if @ and r] are closed 
(i.e., dQ, = dq = 0), and (M, a, q) is called an almost cosymplectic manifnld. 
(ii) If Q, = dq, then q is said to be a contact structure and (M, q) is called a contact manjfold. 
Now, an almost contact metric structure (4, <, q, g) on a (2~ + I)-dimensional manifold M 
is given by a Riemannian metric g and an almost contact structure (4. <, q) such that they are 
compatible: 
g(@X, $Y) = g(X, Y) - r(X)rl(Y). x, Y E X(M). 
Then, the associated fundamental 2-form @ can be defined: 
<P(X, Y) = g(f#lX. Y), x, Y E X(M). 
It is not hard to see that @” A v # 0. Then, if d @ = dq = 0, it defines an almost cosymplectic 
structure, and if @ = dq, it defines a contact structure. Conversely, it is known 141 that given 
an almost cosymplectic or a contact structure, there exists an associated almost contact metric 
structure (this is not unique). 
Let (4, <, q, g) be an almost contact metric structure on a (2n + I)-dimensional manifold 
M. It is called [4,20]: 
(i) normal if [@, $1 + 2 dr] @ c = 0. 
(ii) cosymplectic if it is normal and almost cosymplectic, 
(iii) quasi-Sasakian if it is normal and @ is closed, 
I iv) SLl.sakian if it is contact and normal. 
From now on we shall consider that M is a (2~2 + I)-dimensional almost contact metric 
manifold with closed fundamental 2-form @. If d denotes the exterior derivative on M, then we 
have the de Rham differential complex 
- Ax-‘(M) 5 Ak(M) & A”+‘(M) --f . . . 
whose cohomology H*(M) is the de Rham cohomology of M. Also, let 
&(M) = {a E A”(M) 1 oz A @ = 0) 
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be the subspace of Ak(lW) of coeffective forms on A4 (in case that we are considering more 
than one structure on the manifold we shall add a reference to the structure on the notation). 
Alternatively, we can introduce the linear mapping L : hk (M) + Akt2(M) defined by 
L(a) = a! A Q and hence 
Jlk(M) = ker{L : Ak(M) + LI~+~(M)). 
Since @ is closed, L and d commute which implies that 
. . . -_, JLk_‘(M) A .Ak(M) L Jlk+‘(M) + . . . 
is a differential subcomplex of the de Rham complex. Its cohomology is called coefSective 
cohomology of the manifold and it is denoted by H* (A(M)). 
Proposition 2.1. [9] Let M be a (2n + 1)-dimensional almost contact metric manifold, then L 
is injective for k < n - 1, and surjective for k > n. 
Corollary 2.2. Ak(M) = (O), for k < n - 1. And as a consequence, Hk(J1(M)) = {0}, for 
k<n-1. 
On the other hand, since the fundamental 2-form @ is closed, it defines a de Rham cohomology 
class [@I E Z-Z2(M). Then, we can consider the de Rham cohomology groups truncated by the 
class of the fundamental 2-form @, that is, 
ZTk(it4) = {a E Hk(M) la A [@I = 0). 
Notice that in the contact case, Z?(M) = Hk(M). 
The relation between the coeffective cohomology and the de Rham cohomology truncated by 
[@,I has been discussed in [ 10,121 for compact almost cosymplectic manifolds. In fact, Chinea, 
de Leon and Marrero have proved that for a compact cosymplectic manifold It4 we have 
Hk(Jl(M)) S fik(M), Vk # n, n + 1, (5) 
where dim M = 2n + 1. This result does not hold for arbitrary almost cosymplectic manifolds 
as we have seen in [ 10,121. 
Moreover, from Proposition 2.1 it can be easily seen that for any almost contact metric 
manifold of dimension 2n + 1, with d@ = 0, the natural mapping 
defined by 
is surjective fork 3 n + 1. 
(Note that we have denoted by [ . ] the de Rham cohomology classes and by { . } the coeffective 
cohomology classes.) 
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3. Coeffective and de Rham cohomologies related by exact sequences 
The aim of this section is to relate the coeffective cohomology with the de Rham cohomology 
by means of a long exact sequence in cohomology. As in the previous section, let M be an almost 
contact metric manifold of dimension 2n + 1 with closed fundamental 2-form @. We considet 
the following short exact sequence for any degree k: 
0 -+ Ker L = Jlk(M) & A&(M) & Imk+* L - 0 (611 
Since L and d commute, then (6) becomes a short exact sequence of differential complexes: 
0 0 0 
T T T 
d 
Imk+’ L - 
d 
Imkf2 L -----+ Imk+3 L 
T L T L T L 
fF(M) d Ak(M) d Akf ’ (M) 
T i T i T i 
.Ak-‘(M) d .Ak(M, d Ak+‘(M) 
T T T 
0 0 0 
Therefore, we have the associated long exact sequence in cohomology [ 141: 
. . --+ Hk(A(M)) H(i! Hk(M) H(L! Hkf2(Im L) % Hk+’ (A(M)) + . . . (7) 
where H(i) and H(L) are the induced homomorphisms in cohomology by i and L, respectively, 
and ck +z is the connecting homomorphism defined in the following way: for [a] E Hk+* (Im L), 
then ck+2[o] = [@I, for /3 E Ak(M) such that L,!? = cr. 
From Proposition 2.1 we know that Im k+2 L = Ak+2(M), fork 3 n. As a consequence, we 
have 
Hk+*(tm L) = Hkf2(M), 
for k 3 n + 1. Furthermore, the long exact sequence in cohomology (7) may be expressed as 
. . -+ Hk(J1(M)) H(i) Hk(M) ~% Hk+2(M) cl+z H”+‘(A(M)) + . (8) 
for such degrees. Now, we shall decompose the long exact sequence (8) in 5terms exact se- 
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quences: 
0 -+ ImCk+t A Hk(JL(M)) Ho Hk(M) 3 Hk+2(M) % Im Ck+2 + 0. 
II 
Ker H(i) 
(9) 
If M is of finite type, the de Rham cohomology groups have finite dimension. Denote by 
bk(M) = dimHk(M) the kth Betti number of M. Since 0 < dim(ImCk) < bk(M), for 
k 3 n + 3 we have the following result: 
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a (2n + 1)-dimensional almost contact metric manifold with closed 
fundamental 2-form Q and ofjinite type, then the coeflective cohomology group Hk(A(M)) has 
finite dimension, fork 3 n + 2. 
Thus, we define the coeflective numbers CR(M) = dim Hk (A(M)). (Remember that ck (M) = 
Ofork <n - 1.) 
Remark 3.2. Note that because the de Rham cohomology groups of a compact manifold have 
finite dimension (or of manifolds that can be continuously deformed onto a compact subset of 
itself), we immediately deduce from Proposition 3.1 that the coeffective cohomology groups 
of a compact almost cosymplectic or contact (2n + I)-dimensional manifold have also finite 
dimension for k # rz, n + 1. This result was already obtained for compact almost cosymplectic 
manifolds in [lo] by computing the symbol of the coeffective complex. 
From (9), we have 
dim(Im Ck+t) - dim Hk(A(M)) + dim Hk(M) - dim Hkf2(M) + dim(Im Ck+2) = 0, 
for k 3 n + 2, from which we deduce 
dim(lm Ck+t) - ck(M) + bk(M) - bk+z(M) + dim(Im Ck+Z) = 0. (10) 
Now, as a consequence of (lo), we obtain that the coeffective numbers are bounded by upper 
and lower limits depending on the Betti numbers of the manifold. 
Theorem 3.3. Fork 3 n + 2, we have 
h(M) - h+z(M) 6 Q(M) 6 h(M) + bk+l(M). (11) 
4. Coeffective cohomology on nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds 
The main problem to construct examples of compact almost cosymplectic, more generally 
almost contact metric with closed fundamental 2-form, manifolds not satisfying the isomor- 
phism (5) is the difficulty to compute the coeffective cohomology. In [ 121 we have proved a 
Nomizu’s type theorem for compact almost cosymplectic nilmanifolds and completely solvable 
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manifolds. In this section we shall prove such result by a more simple method using the long 
exact sequence in cohomology (8). 
Let M = r\G be acompact nilmanifold (resp. solvmanifold), that is. G is a simply connected 
nilpotent (resp. solvable) Lie group with discrete subgroup r such that the space of right cosets 
r\ G is compact. Let 
. . + A”-‘(g*) II Ak(g*) -2 Ak+‘(g*) - . 
be the differential complex where Ak(g*) denotes the space of left invariant k-forms on G. Its 
cohomology H*(g*) is the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of the Lie algebra g of G. We 
have 
Theorem 4.1. (Nomizu [ 191) Let A4 = T\G he a compact nilman@ld, then there exists an 
isomorphism qf cohomology groups 
Hh(g*) s Hk(M). 
(trotice that the natural mup mdR : Hk(g*) --+ Hk(M) dejined by m&[a*] = ICY]. rl,here 
cy’ E A“ (g*) and CI is the projected k-form on M, is a linear isomorphism.) 
From now on, let ($, 6, n, g) be an almost contact metric structure on M = r\G, such that 
the fundamental 2-form Cp and the l-form n come from left invariant forms @*, ~7* on G, and 
d@* = d@ = 0. Consider now the differential subcomplex of coeffective left invariant forms 
. . . ---+ JI”-‘(g*) L .,¶“(a*) d\ Akf’ (g*) - . . 
whose cohomology is denoted by H*(.A(g*)). 
By similar arguments that those used in Section 3, if we define the mapping L* : AX (g”) + 
A’+‘(g*) by La* = CX* A a*, then for any degree we get the short exact sequence 
(1 --$ Ker L* = Ak(g*) 2 A”(g*) 5 Im”+’ L* ---+ 0 
and, since L* and d commutes, the associated long exact sequence in cohomology similar to 
(7) for left invariant forms. As L* is surjective in the same degrees as L (see [ 121). then fat 
k 3 17 + 1 we deduce that 
. . + H”(A(g*)) 
H(l*), Hk(g*) H(L*), Hk+?(g*) c;tz H”+‘(A(g*)) + . . . (12, 
Theorem 4.2. The natural mapping m, : Hk(A(g*)) - H’(A(M)), dejned by m, (u*\ 
= {a}, is an isomorphism of cohomology groups,,for k > n + 2. 
Proof. Consider the long exact sequences in cohomology (8) and (I 2). and the mappings fi?dR. 
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m,, that is, 
. . . -+ fP(A(M)) Ho z-P(M) J%= @+2(M) Ck+2 fP+‘(JL(M)) + . . . 
T mc T mdK T mdR T mc 
* . . --, fp(JL(g*)) Ho, Hk(g*) H(L*), fpfZ(g*) c;2, fp+‘(J1(g*)) + . . . 
fork 3 n + 2. Since all the diagrams commute and the mappings mdR are linear isomorphisms 
from Nomizu’s Theorem (Theorem 4.1), then m, are also linear isomorphisms for k 3 n + 2. 
0 
(As above, we have denoted by [ . ] the de Rham cohomology classes and by { . ) the coeffective 
cohomology classes.) 
Remark 4.3. Taking into account that the isomorphism of Theorem 4.1 still holds for com- 
pletely solvable manifolds (see [ 15]), and for G a simply connected and solvable Lie group and 
r c G a lattice such that Ad r and Ad G have the same Zariski closures AutQ: (a) (see [21]), 
then the result of Theorem 4.2 is still true for these cases. 
5. Compact almost contact metric manifolds 
In this section, we shall use the long exact sequence in cohomology (8) and Hodge Theorem 
[23] to obtain some results on the coeffective cohomology for compact manifolds. In particular, 
we shall prove that the coeffective cohomology is a topological invariant for compact cosym- 
plectic and contact manifolds. The last part of the section is devoted to discuss the behaviour of 
the coeffective cohomology for compact quasi-Sasakian manifolds. 
5. I. Compact cosymplectic manifolds 
We shall study the coeffective cohomology for compact cosymplectic manifolds, which are 
almost contact metric manifolds enjoying similar properties to the compact Klhler manifolds 
]4,91. 
Theorem 5.1. Let M be a compact cosymplectic manifold of dimension 2n + 1, then 
Q(M) = bk(W - bk+z(M), k>n+2. (13) 
Proof. To prove this result we shall show that the mapping Gk+2 identically vanishes, then from 
(10) we obtain the relation (13). 
Let a E ZYZ~+~(M). Taking into account the Hodge theorem [23], we may consider the unique 
harmonic representative cx of the de Rham cohomology class. Since the map L : AL(M) --+ 
Ak,f2(M) (where A:(M) is the space of harmonic k-forms) is surjective for k 3 n [9], then 
there exist a harmonic k-form ,5 such that Lj? = (Y. From the definition of the connecting 
homomorphism, Gk+2a = [dp] = 0. 0 
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Remark 5.2. Since the Betti numbers are topological invariants for differentiable manifolds 
[23], Theorem 5.1 implies that the coeffective cohomology groups are topological invariants 
for compact cosymplectic manifolds. Moreover, since 
bk(W 3> &+2(M), k 3 n + l, 
for compact cosymplectic manifolds [9], then the coeffective numbers measure these jumps on 
the Betti numbers. 
Now, we shall show some examples of compact almost cosymplectic (non-cosymplectic) 
manifolds and their behaviour with respect to the isomorphism (5) and the inequalities ( I I ). 
Example 5.3. Let (M, w) be a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 2n, then the product 
manifold M x S’ , with the closed 2-form w and the closed 1 -form 19 (the standard volume form 
on S1 ), is a compact almost cosymplectic manifold of dimension 2n + 1. 
Now. we consider the 6-dimensional compact nilmanifold R6 = r\G, where G is a simply 
connected nilpotent Lie group of dimension 6 defined by the left invariant 1 -forms (aI. / 1 < 
i ,< 6) such that 
and r is a discrete and uniform subgroup of G. 
It will be convenient to introduce an abbreviated notation for wedge products: we write 
CX ,, =cY; ACllj. aijk =cY; ACYj Aak,andsoforth. 
An easy computation, using Nomizu’s theorem (see Section 4), shows that the de Rham 
cohomology of R6 is: 
H”(R6) = (11, 
H2(R6) = {[al51+ [a1619 [a2313 [a2413 [a3519 b25 + (113411. 
H3(R6) = {[@I3519 [al4519 [al461. [415619 b2341, [a23515 [a2461. la236 + a2451}> (14‘1 
H4(R6) = {[al2461~ [a12561t [a13561, (414561t [a23451. [423461)> 
H’(@> = ([a124561~ [4134561> b234561}> 
@‘(@I = ([al234561). 
R6 does not admit Kghler structures because the first Betti number is odd, bl (R6) = 3, but 
it admits symplectic structures, for instance, 
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Therefore, 5 = R6 x S’ is an almost cosymplectic nilmanifold of dimension 7 (notice that 
it does not admit cosymplectic structures because its first Betti number is even). Its de Rham 
cohomology is obtained from (14) and the Ktinneth theorem [ 141. 
Now, Theorem 4.2 permits us to calculate the coeffective cohomology for 
H5(A(s)) = {@12457}, @12467}, b13567)v bl4567}~ bl2567 -(l/23457}, 
h2567 + a2346719 @12456}, @13456}, {a23456}}, 
H'(A(%)) = I-I'(%), i = 6,7, 
where o7 = 8. 
Therefore, with respect to the inequalities (1 l), we have: 
b5(%) - b7($) = 8 < C?5+) = 9 < b&6>+&+) = 13, 
66($) = c6(%) = 4 < 66(s) + b7(%) = 5. 
5. 
And, as it was shown in [ 121, the isomorphism (5) is not satisfied for 5 in degree 5, because 
e5(s) = {[al24671, [al356713 b145671, [al2567 + a2346713 
[a23457 + a2346719 [al245613 h34561, b234561}, 
that is, dim k’(s) = 8, but cg($) = 9. 
Example 5.4. Let (M, w) be a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 2n, and let (N, Q’, r) 
be a compact almost cosymplectic manifold of dimension 2m + 1. Then the product manifold 
M x N, with the closed 2-form w+ @ and the closed l-form q, is a compact almost cosymplectic 
manifold of dimension 2(n + m) + 1. 
First, we consider the compact symplectic manifold (R6, w) described in Example 5.3. 
On the other hand, we consider the 3-dimensional compact completely solvable manifold 
M(k) = St \Di (see [3,17]), where Dt is a simply connected solvable non-nilpotent Lie group 
of dimension 3 defined by the left invariant l-forms {/It, 82,/?3} such that 
@t = -MI A 83, dP2=@2AB3, dB3=0. 
M(k) does not admit cosymplectic structures (because M(k) x S’ does not admit complex, 
then Klhler, structures [17]), but it admits almost cosymplectic structures, for example: 
Q, = BI A 82, and q=&. 
Therefore, R6 x M(k) is a compact almost cosymplectic manifold of dimension 9. We shall 
see that the isomorphism (5) is not satisfied in degree 7. From Section 2 we know that the natural 
mapping 
$7 : H7(.A(R6 x M(k))) + g7(R6 x M(k)) 
is surjective; but, we shall see that $7 is not injective and therefore, 
H7(A(R6 x M(k))) $Z fi7(R6 x M(k)). 
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The ‘i’-form at245 A pt23 E A7(R6 x M(k)) is coeffective and closed, then it defines a 
cohomology class in H7(A(R6 x M(k))) and this class is non-zero, because at the Lie algebra 
level 
ffl245 f~ PI23 = d(b256 + 4346) A 812313 (15) 
and ((~256 + as&) A /?t73 is not coeffective, then from Theorem 4.2, the class {~y1245 A 8123) is 
non-zero. However, from (IS) we have 
+7{al24.5 A 8123} = 0. 
5.1’. Compact Sasakian manifolds 
This subsection is devoted to study the coeffective cohomology of compact contact manifolds 
and, in particular, the case of compact Sasakian manifolds. In fact, compact Sasakian manifolds 
also have many global properties imilar to the compact Kahler manifolds [4], but their behaviour 
with respect to the coeffective cohomology will be dramatically different. 
Theorem 5.5. Let M be a contact manifold of dimension 2n + I, then 
Q(M) = bk(M) + bk+l(M)> k>n+2. 
Proof. From the exactness of the fundamental 2-form Q, = dq, the mapping H(L) identically 
vanishes and then the result follows from (8). 0 
Now, Theorem 5.5 will give us the relation between the coeffective cohomology and the de 
Rham cohomology (truncated by the class of @) for contact manifolds. 
Corollary 5.6. Let M be a compact (or non-compact qf,finite type) contact manifold with 
b~(M)#Oforsomeksuchthatn+3<k<2n+l,then 
P’(JL(M)) 7 I?-‘(M) = H-‘(M). 
Now, we shall show some examples of compact contact manifolds for which the isomor- 
phism (5) is not satisfied. 
Example 5.7. The standard contact structure on @ “‘t induces a contact structure on the unit 
sphere S 2n+‘. Moreover, S2n+’ with this structure is a Sasakian space form [4]. 
It is known that the Betti numbers of the sphere S2’+’ are: 
bo(S?U+I ) = b2,,+l(S2”+‘) = 1, bk(S2’*+‘)=0, k= 1,...,2n 
Therefore, from Corollary 5.6 the isomorphism (5) is not satisfied in degree 2n. 
Example 5.8. Consider the (2n + 1)-dimensional compact nilmanifold M(n, 1) = r\G (see 
[S]), where G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group of dimension (2n + 1) defined by the 
left invariant 1 -forms {a;, j?; , y 1 1 < i < n} such that 
da; = dpi = 0. dy =-kai Api. 
i=l 
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and r is a discrete and uniform subgroup of G. 
In [S] Cordero, Fernandez and de Leon have shown that M(r, 1) can have no cosymplectic 
structures, but it always admits a Sasakian structure. Denote by {Ui, Vi, T / 1 < i < n} the 
basis of vector fields on M(n, 1) dual to {ai, /3i, y 1 1 6 i < n}, then the almost contact metric 
structure (4, q, e, g) given by 
g=~oci@ai+~~i@Bi+y@y, 
i=l i=l 
with fundamental form 
Q, = dq = -kai A Bi, 
i=l 
is a normal contact structure, that is, M(n, 1) is a compact Sasakian manifold. 
Since the Betti numbers of M(n, 1) are all non-zero for 0 < k < 2n + 1, then Corollary 5.6 
says us that the isomorphism (5) fails for some degrees. 
We shall end this section by relating coeffective forms and harmonicity in Sasakian manifolds. 
Theorem 5.9. [22] Let M be a (2n + 1)-dimensional compact Sasakian manifold with contact 
form q. For any harmonic k-form (Y with k < n, then i(<)cx = 0. 
Corollary 5.10. Let M be a (2n + I)-dimensional compact Sasakian manifold with contact 
form q. For any harmonic k-form a! with k 3 n + 1, then cx A q = 0. 
Theorem 5.11. Let M be a (2n + 1)-dimensional compact Sasakian manifold with contact 
form ‘7, then every harmonic k-form is coeffective for k 3 n + 1. 
Proof. Let o be an harmonic k-form with k > n + 1. From Corollary 5.10, a! A q = 0 and then 
Q = i(<)(a) A r. Now, 
d(i(t)(a)) = Lta - i(c)(da) = 0, 
since 6 is a Killing vector field and cx is harmonic. Therefore, 
0 = da = d(i(c)(u)) A q + (-l)k-‘i(c)(a) A dq = (-l)k-li(~)(cr) A a, 
that is, i (c)a! is a coeffective (k - 1)-form and then a! is a coeffective harmonic k-form. 0 
5.3. Compact quasi-Sasakian manifolds 
Although quasi-Sasakian structures are apparently close to cosymplectic or Sasakian struc- 
tures (see Section 2), we shall show, by constructing some examples, that for compact quasi- 
Sasakian manifolds the isomorphism (5) is not satisfied and the coeffective cohomology does 
not live in the bounds of (11). 
Example 5.12. Consider the compact nilmanifold M(n, 1) studied in Example 5.8, but with 
different almost contact metric structures. We distinguish the even and odd cases: 
Case 1. n = 2s + 1 (s > 1): As we have seen, in M(n, 1) there exists a basis of left invariant 
I-forms(o;,/?i,v]l <i <n}suchthat 
dCYi = Lip; = 0, dY = --&xi A&, 
i=l 
and the dual basis of vector fields { Ui , Vi, T 1 1 6 i < n). Then, we take the almost contact 
metric structure (4, n, ,$, g) given by 
+ a2s+1 0 V2s+l - B2s+l 63 U;?s+I 3 
t=T, q=y. 
g=~~i@CLj+~fii@fii+Y@Y. 
,=I i=l 
Then, the associated fundamental 2-form is 
@ = x(a2i-l A a2i + B2i-I A B2r) + BZs+l A a2.~+l - 
i=l 
and hence, CiQp = 0, dn = - Cy=‘=, a!i A ,&. It is no hard to check that [4, #] + 2d17 18 .$ = 0, 
that is, the almost contact metric structure is normal. Therefore, (4, II, 6, g) is a quasi-Sasakian 
structure on M(n, l), but it is neither cosymplectic (dy # 0) nor Sasakian (L~Q # Cp). 
In order to simplify the calculations we shall consider s = 1, that is, dim M(n, 1) = 7. First, 
we consider Nomizu’s Theorem to calculate the de Rham cohomology groups, in particular, we 
obtain the following Betti numbers: 
hS(M@, 1)) = 14, b6(M(n, I)) = 6, &(M(n, 1)) = 1, 
and therefore, if we truncate by the class of the fundamental 2-form a: 
&(M(n, 1)) = 13, &j(M(n, 1)) = 6, &M(n. 1)) = 1. 
Now, from Theorem 4.2 we compute the coeffective cohomology groups, in particular, 
ci(M(n* 1)) = 15, cs(M(n, 1)) = 6, c_i(M(n. 1)) = I. 
Therefore. 
(ii) bs(M(n, 1)) - h;l(M(n, 1)) = 13 < cs(M(n, 1)) = 15 
< b5(M(n, 1)) + hfj(M(n, 1)) = 20. 
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Case 2. n = 2s (s 3 1): We consider the almost contact metric structure (4, I], 6, g) given 
by 
$ = k(Q!ZZ-r @ u2i - a2i @ u2i-1 + h-1 C3 V2i - B2i @ V2i-11, 
i=l 
t==T, q=y, 
Then, the associated fundamental 2-form is 
@ = k(a2i-1 A a2i + BZi-1 A B2i), 
i=l 
and hence, d@ = 0, dn = - Cy=‘=, ai A /Ii and I@, 41 + 2dq @ < = 0. Therefore, ($, r~, e, g) 
is a quasi-Sasakian structure on M(n, l), but it is neither cosymplectic nor Sasakian. 
To simplify calculations, take s = 2, and so, dim M(n, 1) = 9. From Nomizu’s Theorem we 
obtain: 
&j(M(n, 1)) = 48, b7(M(n, 1)) = 27, bs(M(n, 1)) = 8, MM@, 1)) = 1, 
and then. 
&(M(n, 1)) = 32, g7(M(n, 1)) = 26, &(M(n, 1)) = 8, &(M(n, 1)) = 1. 
And, from Theorem 4.2 we obtain: 
c6(M(& 1)) = 40, c7(M(~ 1)) = 26, c8(M(& 1)) = 8, c9(M(n, 1)) = 1. 
Therefore, 
(i) H6(Jl(M(n, 1))) Y H6(M(n, 1)), 
(ii) bfj(M(n, 1)) - bs(M(n, 1)) = 40 < ch(M(n, 1)) = 42 
< b6(M(n, 1)) + b7(M(& 1)) = 75, 
b7(44(n, 1)) - b9(44(n, l))= c;r(M(n, 1)) = 26 
< b7(M(n,l)) + b8(44(n, 1)) = 35, 
b8(M(& 1)) = cs(M(n, 1)) = 8 < bg(M(n, 1)) + 69(M(n, 1)) = 9. 
6. Non-compact almost contact metric manifolds 
In differential geometry and physics there exists important examples of non-compact almost 
cosymplectic and contact manifolds. This section is devoted to study the coeffective cohomology 
in the non-compact case. 
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The first example of non-compact almost cosymplectic manifold is IR2n+’ with the standard 
structure: 
@(j = dx, A d&,+1 + . . . + dx, A dXZ,I, r = ~XZt,+I 3 
where (x,...., x2,1+1) are the natural coordinates on Tw*‘+‘. Moreover, the standard contact 
structure on RF”+ . IS given by the standard l-form: 
q = dx?,+l - 2 X,1+; dxi. 
,=I 
The Betti numbers of IR2”+’ are well-known: 
bo(jjp+-‘) = 1, b/JR2’z+‘) =0, for k > 1. (16) 
Proposition 6.1. Let (a, 17) be any almost cosymplectic (resp. contact) structure on Iw”‘+’ or 
on any smooth manifold homeomorphic to IW2”+‘, then 
Q(M) z ck(IW2’z+’ ) = 0. for k # n, n + 1. 
Thus. the isomorphism (5) between the coeffective cohomology and the de Rham cohomologj 
truncated by [Q] is sati.sfied for k # n, n + 1. 
Proof. If M is homeomorphic to R2n+‘, then bk (M) = hk (Iw 2’*+‘). Therefore the result follows 
from ( 16) and (8). 0 
Theorem 6.2. Let M be a (non-compact) exact almost cosymplectic man!fold of dimension 
212 + I, then 
(‘k(M) = bk(M) + bk+l(M), for k 3 n + 2. 
Proof. As in Theorem 5.5. 0 
Corollary 6.3. Let M be a (non-compact) exact almost cosymplectic manifold of dimension 
2n + 1. which is of,$nite type and with bk(M) # 0 f orsomeksuchthatn+3<k<2n+l., 
then 
+‘(A(M)) $.Z +‘(M) = I?-‘(M). 
Example 6.4. Let M be a compact contact manifold of dimension 2n + 1 with contact strut.. 
ture q. The product manifold G = M x Iw2 of dimension 2n + 3 is an exact almost cosymplectic 
manifold. with the fundamental 2-form @ = d(e’qj = e’dt A q + e’dr] (notice that it is exact) 
and the l-form ds. where t, s are the standard coordinates on R2. Moreover, if M is Sasakian, 
then &? is cosymplectic. 
By the Kiinneth formula bk (2) = bk (M), then if bk (M) # 0 for some k such that k 3 n + 5. 
then G satisfies the conditions of the Corollary 5.6 and the isomorphism (5) is not satisfied. 
Two particular examples are the compact Sasakian manifolds S2n+’ and M(n. I), for suffi- 
cently large n. 
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Remark 6.5. The results for non-compact contact manifolds were obtained in Theorem 5.5 
and Corollary 5.6. 
7. Deformation of almost cosymplectic structures 
The purpose of this section is to study the variation of the coeffective cohomology if we 
perform a deformation of the almost cosymplectic or contact structure on a compact manifold. 
In Section 5, we have already obtained a partial answer to this question, in fact, we have 
shown that for a compact cosymplectic or a contact (compact or not) manifold, the coeffective 
cohomology is a topological invariant. 
We shall prove an analogous result for almost cosymplectic structures to the known Moser 
Stability Theorem [ 181. 
First of all, let us recall the definition of the basic cohomology of an almost contact metric 
manifold. 
For any integer k, we shall denote by Ak,(M) the subspace of basic k-forms, that is, 
A:(M) = {a E Ak(M) (i( = 0 = Lea} 
= {a E Ak(M) 1 i( = 0 = i(t)da}. 
If Cp(M) is the space of basic functions on A4 then A;(M) is a Cp(M)-module. Also, we 
can consider the subcomplex of the de Rham complex: 
. . . + A;-‘(M) 2 A;(M) d\ A;+‘(M) --f . . . 
The cohomology of this complex is denoted by H;t (M) and called the basic de Rham cohomology 
asociated to 6 [ 111. 
Remark 7.1. Moreover, if < is a Killing vector field, then the foliation 3 on A4 defined by the 
vector field c is a transversally oriented Riemannian foliation and the space of leaves M = M/3 
satisfies that Hi(M) = Hk(M). 
Theorem 7.2. If M is a (2n + I)-dimensional compact manifold and (Qr, nt) is a continuous 
l-parameter family of almost cosymplectic structures on M which has the property that the 
associated Reeb vectorjields & and both the basic de Rham cohomology classes [Qf]B and the 
de Rham cohomology classes [nt] are independent oft, then for each t E [0, l] there exists a 
diffeomorphism & such that c$:(@~) = @o and $:(th) = no (that is, q& is a cosymplectomor- 
phism). 
Proof. Let < be the associated Reeb vector field. Since the basic de Rham cohomology classes 
[Qt]s and the de Rham cohomology classes [qr] are independent of t, we have 
@‘r - Q. = dq, and nr-no=dt%, 
for a basic l-form czt (that is, i(c = 0 = i(.$)dal,) and a function PI. Then, we have 
& = d&, and rjr = dg,. 
Next, since b : X(M) -+ A'(M), defined by l)(X) = i(X)@, + )I,(X)Q is an isomorphism 
[ 1.71, there exists a unique vector field X, solution of the equations: 
i(X,)@, = 4,. i(X,)qt = -BP 
Now, let #, be the flow of X,. Then, 
$#:Qf = @:(a), +d(i(X,)@,) = 0, 
i#b;ili = cb:(i, + d(i(X,)r7,) = 0, 
and, therefore we obtain the result. 0 
Remark 7.3. In general, it is not true that for two almost cosymplectic structures (Q, . II, ) 
(i = 0, l), then (Q, = @O + t(@, - (Do), q1 = ~0 + t(nt - ,I*)) is an almost cosymplectic 
manifold, but it is true if the structures are sufficentely close. 
Definition 7.4. Two almost cosymplectic structures (@a, ~0) and (a 1, q 1) are said to be &for- 
mation equivalent (orpseudo-isotopic) if they can be joined by a continuous 1 -parameter family 
of almost cosymplectic structures (at, Q), t E [0, 11. If, moreover, the fundamental 2-forms 
@‘r are cohomologous and the l-forms qr are cohomologous too, with respect to the de Rham 
cohomology, they are called isotopic. Furthermore, if the associated Reeb vector held ci does 
not depend on t, Or are cohomologous with respect to the basic de Rham cohomology and nr 
are cohomologous with respect to the de Rham cohomology, they are called strongly isotopic. 
Corollary 7.5. For a compact almost cosymplectic manifold M qf dimension 2n + I. the 
crwjktive cohomology is invariant by strong isotopies. 
But. we shall see by constructing an example, that the coeffective cohomology is not invariant 
under deformations of the almost cosymplectic structure, even if the associated Reeb vector fields 
are the same. 
Example 7.6. We consider the 7-dimensional manifold R6 described in Section 5 (Example 5.3) 
and the continuous 1 -parameter family of almost cosymplectic structures given by: 
(a, = (2 - tblS +(^yl6 + (2 - t)(% +aj4)+ (t - 1)(a24 +%), f'j[ = 8). 
A direct computation shows that 
@; A Q = 2(3 - 2t)Q,2345(j A 8, 
from which we deduce that ( Qr, qr) defines a continuous 1 -parameter family of almost cosym- 
plectic stuctures on 5 for t # i. 
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From Theorem 4.2 we compute the coeffective cohomology on 3 with respect to (Qz, Q): 
ff5@+)) = {bl4567}~ (a12467 - (t-l)a23457}, bl2567 - (2-t)a23457}, 
b13567 + (t-l)a23457}, b23467 + @-tb23457}, ~@)b12457~ 
(17) 
bl2456}, bl3456)~ {a23456)}, 
Hk(.A(i$) = Hk(i$, k = 6,7, 
where the function e(t) takes the value 1 for t = 1 and the value 0 for t # 1. 
Then, from (17) we obtain 
~(5, @!) = 8 + e(t). 
Therefore, the almost cosymplectic structures on R6, 
(@a = 2o15 + or6 + 2Q + 2o34 - a24 - (Y35, To = 0) 
and 
(18) 
are deformation equivalent but their coefffctive cohomology is not the same. Indeed, from (18) 
we have that c5(R6, @a) = 8 # 9 = c5(R6, @I), that is, 
Theorem L67. The almost cosymplectic structures (Qo, ~0) and (@ 1, q 1) dejined on the compact 
manifold R = R6 x S’ are deformation equivalent but not cosymplectomorphic. 
Proof. Taking into account that the almost cosymplectic structures (Q.0, ~0) and (a 1, ~1) have 
different coeffective cohomology, then they cannot be cosymplectomorphic. q 
Remark 7.8. From this example we may obtain trivially two almost cosymplectic structures 
deformation equivalent by a continuous l-parameter family of almost cosymplectic structures 
that preserves the associated Reeb vector field and the volume form, but with different coeffective 
cohomology, therefore they can not be cosymplectomorphic. 
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